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1 it was, seven, or eight, or may other people more than th-v' 

2 under Mr. Lundin. The second group comprised of various of 

3 the approxtimate dozen senior advisors tha*t had.  

4 MR. REtWRART: Who were? 

s MR. WHITE- Mr. Kel lfy, Mr. HRuston. Mr. Drotleff.  

6 Mr. Kirkebo, Mr. Wegner, Mr. Bass, Mr. Stone, Sullivan, Mr.  

7 SiskIn. I think Mr. Henry was in there. There may have been 

I one or two others, in that group of senior advisors. And I 

9 would have to go bacK and c!.eck because I don't know 

10 specifically when some of them came.  

11 MR. REITHART: The ones you mentioned, though, was 

12 Kelley. Houston, Drotleff, KirLebo, Wegner, Bass, Stone, 

13 Sullivan, Sisken, and Henry? 

I4 MR. WHITE Uh huh (affirmative).  

is MR. REINHART: You are not suggesting, Mr. White, 

16 that all of those people were necessarily the group charged 

17 with that -

1| MR. WHITE- No. No. No. Ae. Mr. Ne w e

19 MR. REINRART: You are saying those were the 

20 twelve? 

21 MR. WHITE Those were th- senior group of twelve.  

22 MR. REIWNART Out of whici some people were 

23 involved -

24 MR. WHTE Some did -- some -- yeah, some T asked 

35 quenvions of Some : relied on very heavily, just to bounce 
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I information off of.  

2 MR. REINHART: Which ones were In the second group.  

3 'can you tell us' 

S1 MR. WHITE: The second group' N.11. you have to 

5 understand how r was operating. Mr. Kel ly and Mr. KHuston 

6 were the Q/A experts. Mr. Drotleff, and Mr. Kirkebc 4ere the 

7 - r would say the engineering, technical experts. Mr.  

I Sisk#n and the rest of them had knowledge in the nuclear 

9 ilindustry, and Sullivan, and so forth, so that I could 

10 periodically bounce things off of them that I had heard.  

11 paybe, from .-ther sources in this regard. And this was, by 

ii 
1 .ne way, very late in the game. This didn't happen until, 

13 jprobably, sometime in February or March. Mr. Brodsky was 

4 Janother one.  

MR. REIKHART: I'm sorry, that's all.  

16 I MR. MURPHY, All of these responses, this audit 

17 jtrail was prepared -

SI MR. WHITE I'r sorry, this -

19 MRt. MURPHY This audit trail you are talking 

20 ,about, again' 

21  MR. WHITE th huh (affirmative).  

2 1  MR. MURPHY' Was that prepared and made part of the 

2 I3lenclosures to the March 20th letter? Is that what -- what 

rPlat:onship does that work done by these folks have rt d' 

.wrh the enrlnsures of the March 20th letter'
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I MR. m rr TE: Raving not reviewed those volumes, r a 

2 ard pressed to say whether it is or Isn't. My recollection, 

3 !land some of this may have been subseqiuent to the March 

4 letter, was that they carried out my instructions, which were 

5 to not -- let me -- let me rephrase the thing in a different 

6 way. It isn't the words I used, but not to kind of do it in 

7 a vacuum.  

8 MR. MURPHY: Uh huh (affirmative).  

9  MR. WMTF. So that someone coming in would say, 

10 lwell, how did you find that, and what did you do. But 

11 rather, if a piece of information was used, that it should be 

12 included, and maintained, and kept for the records. So that 

r3 if anyone wanted to come in and say, well, what information 

l4 came from what source, who said what, how did you form, where 

15 did you get that fact that there would be that information 

16 available.  

17 MR. MURPHY Were them enclosures to the March 20th 

1g letter prepared by this group of folks, or were they prepared 

19 by the line organization? 

20 MR. CHARNOFF: When you say this group of folks, 

21 who are you referring to? 

12 MR. MURPHY The -- I'm talking about, maybe, the 

23 group headed by Craig Lundin, and the twelve, or so, advisors 

24 that might have had some invo'vement, one way or another, in 

25 this particular area.
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1 NR. WRITE: I'm not sure I can categorize this 

2 ither/or. Certainly, part of the information was furnished 

3 by line managers, because In the later stages of this thing.  

4 I said I wanted the individuals furnishing facts to attest, 

5 and certify, and sign their names that, in fact, the 
0 

S6 information you represented to me was the facts, and the 
3 

7 truth. So, I'm sure that based on some signatures that I 

Shave seen only in the last few days, hat, in fact, they 

S 9 ust have prepared them, because they signed to attest to the 

S 10 facts.  

It But I also know that I required the senior 

12 managers, a seal 1 r.-m-br of those wno had, perhaps, were 

13 closer to the letter, to concur in LI. wow, I don't know, to 

5 4 my own knowledge, how much was prepared by line management, 

Swas changed by the outside group, or changed by the senior 

S 16 advisors, I just -- I don't know.  I 
a 17 MR. MURPHY- Okay.  

i 
I is MR. WRITE: Because I didn't author it, and I don't 

5 
X 9 know who did.  

20 MR. MURPHY: Okay.  

21 MR. WHITE: In terms of of assisting, you know. It 

* a 
S 22as a paper that was staffed. In other words, in the 

23 staffing thing, youi know, it may be more than one was 

24 involved. I really don't know.  
24 

MR. MURPHY You mentioned this term before, 'hat 
25 
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Itu until a few -- at least a year ago. I was not, and It's 

2 difftering professional opinions.  

3 WM. WRITE- Oh huh (affirmatlve).  

4 MR. MURPHY: But are you tamiliar with what that -

5 Idoes TVA have a policy regarding differing professional 

6 (opinions, today? 

7 MR. WRITE- Yes.  

j MR. MURPHY: Are you familiar with that policy, at 

9 jall? 

10 MR. WHITE: I'm -- at all, yes.  

1 MR. MURPHY: Well, let me -- okay.  

12 MR. WHTTE I am familiar, somewhat, with that 

I 1policy.  

14 MR. MURPHY: Okay, why don't you tell me what you 

15 think that policy means' 

16 MP. WHITE: Well, in the nuclear power 

17 organization, if an individual has a differing professional 

ll opinion, and it's not resolved, he talks it to the Employee 

19 Concern Program, where it, kind of, is a means of 

20 Icircumventing the line management, to get attention directed 

21 to that specific issue.  

22 MR. MURPHY: Was that the differing professional 

23 opinion policy that was in effect when you arrived at TVA' 

24 MR. WHTTE I don't recall whether the Nuclear 

52 Pnowr Organization had such a thing. Let me go back again.  
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I and say, this thing came -- I had never hmard of the thing 

2 before Commilssioner Ase.s'Ine brought it up. In the 

3 4conversatli.on, he told Mr. Dean. -r think you should have a 

4 differing professional opinion procedure, such as we have a

5 the NWC." And Mr. Dean said a few words about what -- he 

0 
S 6 would go back and look at it. And they kind of conversed on 

8 
7 it. And I asked one question of Commissioner Amelstine, as 

g I saw Mr. Dean committing to something which might have an 

9 impact on me. I looked at Commissioner Asselstine, and I 

* 1 aid, "Row well does this procedure." because it was clear to 

i ; *e he was trying to force an NRC procedure onto TVA.  

12 MW. MURPHY- Th huh (affirmative).  

13 MR. WITE: You know, it was clear to me that that 

I 4 was the intent. And, so, I asked one question. I said, "How 

1 *ell does this work in the IRC7" And he said, "It dosn't 

S 16 [.ork, at all." And I remember that, because I then thought 

1 7 to myself, why is he trying to get me to do something that 

doesn't work for him. And, so, you know, much later, when it 

X 19 became time for us to look at our procedure, I developed this 

C 
2 one, with differing professional opinion going Into the 

* Eployee Concern Program. Which meant It woild work better.  

"R. MURPHY, Did -- did -- and it's a question that 
M 22 

I probably thould have asked of Mr. Dean, but I'm going to 

2ask y-ui. I'.d Mr Dean indicate to the Commissioner "ha" they 
24: 

|had had a policy of differing professional opinion sinc- 198: 
25 
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SAnd as late as 30 April, 1985, they had another policy.  

2 signed by Mr. Dean. as a matter of fact' 

3 MP. UWITE- Re may have.  

4! MR. MURPHY: I men -

S S MR. WRITE- He may have. There was a discussion.  

6 jRemember, said. I didn't know what they were talking about, 

S 7 aon ditfering professional opinions.  

* 8 MR. MURPY: Oh, okay.  
0 

a 9 MR. WRITE: In the world I came from, the manager 

T10 Imakes those decisions. He gets the facts, and he makes the 

S t j decisions, and you dos't need a special procedure. There are 

* 12 iother things in place, and if you want to elevate the thing.  

n iyou can elevate it. It doesn't take a special procedure that 

14 Ir know of. cercainly. within the Wavy, that says, you know -

T I5 and. so, they were talking about something I wasn't very 

16 familiar with -- or fam.liar with, at all.  

17 MR. MURPRY: Do you know if thiA particular -- this 

Ig Is the latest one, that we've been able to come across, 3G 

x 9 April, 1985. Can you look at that (presenting), and tell me 

1 2 whether that's in effect, currently? 

o I MR. WRITE: I -- this doesn't look familiar to me.  

s 2I don't know if It's in effect, or not. It's not something n 22 I 

23 under my area of cognizance. I do know that there is a -

Swhar's called a TVA Code 

MR. MURPHY The Code.  
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1 MR. WRITE: Which. r believe, i* tn existence. I 

2 ton't know If this thing is effective or not effective at 

3 ;TVA.  

< )COURT REPORTER: Sir, did you say you do or not 

5 ot -- it is or is not familiar to you? 

6 iMR. WHtTE: I do not know whether it is or is not.  

7 | COURT REPORTER- no. No. rI that docuent 

g ifamiliar to you, or rot? 

9 MR. WHITE: It does not look familiar to me.  

Io COURT REPORTER- Thank you, sir.  

It MR. WRITE: I don't recall having s.en that 

12 specific document before.  

13 ' MR. MU!<PHY: Row does your procedures, or method of 

1 !resolving these differing professional opinions. if It goes 

1 5Ito the Employee Concern Program, and they are not satisfied 

16 twith the results, what do we do, then? 

17 !MS. BAUSER- You mean the employee is not 

MR. MURPHY: Yeah, the employee. Absolutely.  

20 MR. WHITE- By the TVA Code, and I would have to 

2! take it and review the new Code, but I believe that he can 

I take It. eventually, to the Board of Directors, if it 

23 Involves a safety significant item. I think that's right.  

24 Bt; :i wouId rea: :y have to review i?. I think that that 

25would bs 'Phe ltimatre avenue.
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M . WuRPRY Maybe r'll get that for you to revie..  

2 because I have a question, here.  

3! P. VWITE: 0okay Okay.  

4 M. MURPHY- And if you want to take time to review 

S it. you can do it. But maybe you can answer the question 

6 Li thout reviewing it. Was the WSRS employees who, yr. know.  

* 7 ave their perceptions to Commissioner Asselstlne, i-.en che 

SI opportunity to review the line organization responses prior 

a 9 to submission of the March 2Cth letter' 

10 MR. WRITE: I believe so, yes. I think so. I 

i I didn't deal with them, I dealt with their manager, Mr. Whitt.  

* t2 And based or. things he told me, I would think. for sure, they 

1 n reviewed them -- they reviewed that letter before it went in.  

S 14 MP. WMRPHY- Before it went out? 

15 R. WRITE r believe so, yes.  

SI MR. MURPHY- My next question happens to be., did 
* 

1(7 Kermit Whitt, the XSRS Director, ever indicate to you that 

1 the members of his organization could not agree with the line 
5 
3 19 organization's position on their perceptions? 

20 MR. WHITE: On the day, whatever the date was, 

S, 1 where we sat in the room, and I got the concurrences in ry 

2 23 presence, from the Individuals. And I would have to -

I3 don't know specifically what date. Mr. Whitt, when it came 

Shi turn, and he signed his name. And : «aid -- : 4ske- him, 

25 i think, a. T rca:1, twice, "Do you agree with this'" An! 
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I indicated yes. he did. r then asked. *pecrifcal ly. words 

2 to the offtect of. do the people involved in your orgmnization 

3 bel Love -- are they in agreement with this. And he said. no.  

4 ithy were not. Ne said. no -- words to the affect that they 

s WS r not. And he said some other things about It. but. no.  

(* 6 they were not.  

7 P IR. MIURPY: .' -4 the issue ied at that point? r 
0 
2 I n.r I don't know -

9 MR. WRIT*- Well, I don't know what you mean. the 

| issue died? 

t InMR. MpUPHYp I mean. did -- because this -- wesn't 

* 12 this the day you were actual ly getting down to kind of 

` Ifinalize your response to the WRC, and send It send It 

I* somewhere? 

i 5 MR. RrrTE: Yesi,. but the ioaue didn't die.  

1 Because somettime later. Mr. Whitt came back to me, after he 

t7 'had signed that. And some tme later being, I would say.  

S-ybe. It may have been two or three days. it asy have been a 
5 

SwOek, or so. Re came back to nom, and he said, I've got a 

20 real problem. And. r'r paraphrasing. perhap. said. 've 

I then he entered Into what I would say was a very emotional so r 

Ifstare of mind.  

24 And vatd. and these are maybe not his precIls 

;words. buP t'e tipression, thao he had been back. and al:ted 
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I to his people. tsi people being the several involved. And r 

2 - as bluntly and as honestly. I can say. viewed it as they 

3 had threatened him. Because he said to me. "Wr. White. you 

4 't understand what these people, and that's what he 

5 referred to theme, wl 1 1 do. They have told e thart they wi 1 

6* have me appear before Mr. Dinge,. and his Committee. And he 

7 almost in tears, a he slid. "I can't take that. Ir pt II 

S *dtroy me. And I simply cannot.'," you know. it was that kind 

9 of words.  

S t1o Me was a very frightened person, who woe in the 
0% 

1 it position of having agreed with a letter, and signed his name, 

V 12 desplte his knowledge at the time that the people that worked 

S3 for him, some of them didn't agree. lad, then. subsequently 

;t talked to them, and as frankly as I can be, I viewed it as 

S1 he, as a manager, wes being threatened with repercussions on 

f 16 his, personally.  

a 7 I didn't know -- that's -- I ended the discussion, 

I g sore with a phrase of trying to pacify a very emotional 

3 1, individual, who -- who wanted out of that organization. Who 

S 2 couldn't take it anymore. And I was trying to tel l hi,.  

8 21 look, as soon as I can, I will, Kermit. You know, you've got 

SP to the best you can in this thing. I know you've gnt iflc 

y problems, it was that type of conversation.  

Sdidn't know until two months later -

:5 approx*rmately, twc months later, that he left the room and 
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I wparently went and fomd the coscurrence seet. and wrote in 

2 additional Information. in the letter - or whether he 

3 fid. or someone else did for him. I think he did it. BOt it 

* - informstion trying to separate hbiamlf from what he had 

5 lid in that meeting. So. it didn't die, but that's the -

* that, you know, that's certainly part of the record.  

C 7 NR. MURPWT: Wow did you find out about his 

I notat ing the - or whoewver annotated that concurrence sheet? 

9 . : thinkr think that occurred in Nay or early 

S t Turne, at a meeting in which we were preparing the Board of 

;, irectors for their testimony with Mr. Ding&i. As I recal l, 

Z wj part of that meeting. we were discussing the Appendix B 

rn letter. And whether I or someone else brought it up. I was 

S ( reviewing with thes, to refresh their memories on how we had 

So about things that I've discussed this morning, the 

S16 Ivarious people looking at it. And as part of that. I think 

t ILt caae up by my mentioning, look - and in addition to that, 
a 

C l I had people certify to this, and I had concurrences.  

X t And, then, either I or someone else said, you know, 

Slet's show his what we mean, and that came in. I think 

21 that's the way it occurred. We had Mr. Whitt at one time, 

too, and he may have brought it up. but at any rate, that 

2 wae laid before ae, and that -- that's the first time I saw 

those words T did not know they exiltetd before that t irme 

5 Pm. nURPHY And you were not made aware of the 
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t (act that Kr. Whttt had disagreed with the - or could not 

2 oncur with the letter on the day that you had cal led this 

Sgrop together for your final concurrence'v 

L R. WRITEf: Mo. what I tried to say. was he was in 

S 5 agr t with the letter at that meeting.  

S * M R -. MWPHY- Okay. I don't understand It, then.  

7 NR. IIIrTE: Be later came In. and indicated that he 

2 I had problems. I didn't know that be Nos going to try to I 
f 9 resolve his problem by changing -- you know, to me -- and I 

SW10 don't want to be too tough on Mr. White. Be had a very 
0 

it ifficult job to try to accomplish. But if I were going to 

S 12 change a document in which I concurred, I would clearly have 

j 13 dted, and indicated it as a subsequent thing. I don't think 

p r14 that occurred. I think he went back. And, then, I would 

S r(5 also have taken it to my boss and said, look, I've changed 

I& ma y mind, here.  

17 MR. MURPHY But that didn't occur, though.  

g NPR. wRrTE- mo.  

S tM PS. BAUSER Can I make a clarifying point, that I 

2a think is understood, but I want to get it on the record.  

o 2 Bw h en we say that he changed his viewpoint, did you have the 

S 22 ml pression that he no longer 'hought that the letter was 

ri3 rght, is that what you are saying? 

S. JWHtE o Nclc. IHe N.So.  

MS. BAUSER Okay 
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I R.R. WIEfL: Wo. No. No. Again. I'. trying to 

2 paint the thing where, he was a person who I felt was very 

3 emotional. That he felt he was being threatened. That his 

a very livel ihood was being threatened with something that he 

5 -- he was -- it was like he was at the breaking point. It 

6* was like he uwa a huaan being at the breaking point. I just 

W 7 can't go through one more thing like this. And that - and 

g I that he was just trying to deliver that message. Ne see not 

9 saying, I no longer as in agreement. But that, you know, 

So10 these few people, and you don't know them - you don't 

o 

t understand them. It was a very emotional kind of thing.  

S r2 don't even know, if you say who "these" people 

ST3 were, I couldn't tel l you today. Based on my knowledge of 

S , of a couple of those individuals, it's hard for me to think 

E 15 that they would have threatened their Manager. But r don't 

S 16 ^know all of those individuals, nor was I there, so I can't 

S 7 Judge that.  

SMR. RETIWART- Can I ask a question? 

1S M. NURPRY: Sure.  

I 14MR. REIKWART So, prior to that meeting, you had 

S t never had any inclination that Mr. Whitt had these feelings 
* 

SMR. MIT: hich feelings? nt to 

23 MI. REIWRART That he didn't want to concur, 

24 because he knew his people disagreed7 

35 MR. HNITE Io. go, even at that meeting, and I'm 
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I going back with my best recollection. Beca r Iased h"i 

2 the quest lons that - that he m In agreement - he ws in 

3 |agreement. rt was only sbsequent to that. that he came up 

4 with his emotional pies, and that's what I would say, that.  

'm S you know, please understand my positlon kiad of thing.  

g MS. BAUSER- Well. let me get a clarIfication.  

S 7 btecar there still my be a question abot what you've said.  

* S When ..e changed his agreement - hi concurrence, M he a 
0 

SN 9 changing, to your knowledge, hsl view about whether the 

0 10 letter Ms correct, && sent to the WRC? 

i MR. UtmrE: All I can say is, that he did not 

* 12 Indicate to me he had changed his mind. RHe did not indicate * 

$3 ]that to me. But I can't climb in his mind to determine 

I j anything other than that. And he had ample opportunity, 

S5 obviously, to tell me he had changed his mind.  

1 1 *n R. RETIWART: Could I ask you to look at a copy of 

S 17 the document, there, which is the concurrence sheet.  

p I IR. WRITE: Oh huh (affirmative). That' -- that 

I ^ looks like the sheet, yes.  

( 20 NR. REIWHART: Do those words that he wrote on 

0 , there mean anything? 

S0 MR. SRITE : Do they mean anythingi 

23 MR. RE'iNART: Teah.  

MP. '.HTE We1'. I can only read them for the:r 

.. Engl1sh meanlng. :t attests that the letter was read by 
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1 litt. but that to t wht wt r asked him. amd not what he 

2 asrrered on the day that he Stgned thiS document.  

3 MR. REfrAru T: And there was no a*greent at any 

4 time prior to that, that he woald just attest to the fact 

S that he red the letter. only' 

6 PM. WtITE- o,. I didn't talk to him. Pot only 

7 wasn't there an agreement before that meetig, r didn't - r 

t didn't Inquire. I didn't say - remember, this was - was a 

9 final signature. where the people were going to say. yes, 

1t we're In agreement with this thing. Be had - well. I dealt 

1t with his, r went to say at least once a week, as we tried to 

12 work out the problems with the PSRS Re had ample time to 

T Indicate it, and never indicated that, no.  

r4 3R. RIeIRART- Wo.  

145 M . OBISo01 : 6 ere there earlier concurrence 

6 sheets prepared for that cover letter -- the March 20th cover 

,7 letter? 

(Is nR. MWrTTE There wos -- there my have been,.  

9 because there was a prior weeting. and r don't recall when.  

30 But some weeks, and It may have been two weeks or three weeks 

2 before that, we had a meeting at which time people were going 

22 to present to me the so-cal led Appendix B letter. r don't 

Sbelieve that -- no. r know there wasn't a concurrence sheet 

, prepared for thac. because -- &' :eas :I'* fairly cntIfdenr.  

1because one of the fitro e»s !ons . *aske4 of the people otn
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I the roo. does everybedy agree and cmacr in this document' 

2 And two of the individuals said. e haven't red that 

3 document yet. so w are not in a potition.  

4  *And r. frankly. I got quite angry. Not with the 

5 two individuals; and as r recall, they were Mr. aeguer and 

SMr. Brodsky. But angry at the system. They didn't 

7 understand that r do not approach things in that manner. r 

I approach them nla a formal, disciplined may. And I wanted 

S9 written concurrences. You have to understand that when r 

St arrived at TV&, there ms, in the Wecleer Power Organization.  

S I, 
i there was not a system. such a. Ir es used to. where people 

12 concurred In a document. or differed. Sometimes they would 

U j diffr. But you knew who wms differing, and why.  

I ; The whole correspondence - I night add, the whole 

11 !: correspondence system lacked a number of -- lacked real 

& 1 organzatlon. -r was -- mid this y be an aside, but It's 

T? an Itportant thing for you to recognize, particularly as you 

0 t| review documents. There wm not a system to insure that 

19 things addressed to me, got to me. After I had been at TVA 

I 2 f o rt, perhaps, two months, I believe that at one of the sites, 

0o 2, during a viilt. r found a piece of paper addressed to me. uni

r ' 7 had never seen 
- 72 

n r don't mean addressed to Steve White, but 

Saddressed !a t he Manager And when r tracked back : fiund 

Sou, OhA thehy were coming Into some cen'ra; -c:earlng house.  
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I and people wouldn't send them to m. btt would senm them Tc 

2 onetbody they thought ought to hea"de it. So. I had to set 

3 up a comp lete. new system. that a! lowd me to track -- and I 

4 *till use It - to track documents addresed to e. I don't 

5 review al I of them. brt I at least know what's coming in. and 

r T can ctrcle those which appear. by the title and a brief 

7 description, as something i ought to see. That didn't exist.  

a And. so. documents, up until that time, whenever it 

9 wos didn't necessarily get to me. Likewise. in the 

to concurrence. there wasn't a system where - a formal system 

tI that people were forced to put their name on something, and 

Seither agree or disagree.  

* R MR. ROBINSON: Yeg do no* **call 

P nR. WwITE: So. r don't know if there was one 

1 ̂ Jbefore that, no.  

SlPR. ROBIKSON Oky. You don't recall oeeing an 

i t yearlter concurrence sheet, on which that ane qualif cation 

* f 1 by Mr. Whitt, tndicating that he had merely read the letter 

3 19 for content, was typed on a concurrence sheet? 

I 0 HITMRo. o No, I can tel you. did not see 

S*such a thing. I did not.  

O M2 MR. MORPRY Wel. l t we let you look at It.  

2  because -- (present ng).  

2 'Wfpfq ky iay have no, no 

KP. WfPPfY Foir the record, that'* whar 4, -*rs to 

I AAA tAEPORTIG COMPANY. INC.  
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I 

I 

I0 

Ti 

I 

st 

Ti 

Ta

MRt.
RETCNWRART ever? 

WRITE Never. This is the first time I have

document 

"R MtPPpHY And far the record, that's a 77A

2 T' hat.  

22 

23 I 

24 **n *. A;s 

25

AAA RIPORTIG COMPANY. WIC.  
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t be a February 20th. 16. . memo, addressed to S. A. White.  

2 And would you reed that statement. there' 

I3 w. wrrTE- rt says. "r have reed the basis for 

4 concluding that the 10-CT! Part O,. Appendix B requirements 

5 are being net at the Vtts Bar Faci tI ty. First of all, it, 

perhaps, bears out what I was just talking about, in terms of 

mail. At this point in time, I very well might not have seen 

this. Secondly. I' not owre of the date. You know. it says 

February 20th. but having seen what occurred in the other 

one, I don't know if that'* an accurate date, or not. I 

simply don't know. Based on the other paper I've read, where 

it was not dated. And where it would appear that It was done 

ýon the 20th of March: and to the best of my knowledge, it was 

not done on that day, and certainly not in my presence. I 

can't attest to when this was done. AI I can say, is I 

|dldn't see it.  

MR. REIWRART: Rave you ever seen it before today' 

MR. WRITE no.  

MR. REITIWART: Right now? 

N pn. WRITE: Wo. I have not -- r have never sen

15 

it 

17 

Is 

20
MR.WHIE- gor hvenot-- hae nvermu
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t document. that's given to us. That's not something that -- I 

2 mean, this was an accumulation of a chronology of the events 

3 that took place at TVA, and not something that we just kind 

Sjgot from different sources.  

5 MR. WITE?: Hell. I's pleased -- I'm pleased that 

6 the system is providing you with lots of documentation that 

7 you want, okay.  

g MR. CIARROFF: Rave you asked Mr. Whitt whether he 

9 (wrote the note on that date? 

10 MR. MURPHY: Yes.  

1; MR. ROBINSON- Regarding the final concurrence 

12 sheet, a copy of which you examined before -- do you want to 

43 look at It, again? 

It MR. WRITE: Well, I don't know, it depends on what 

15 you ask me.  

SMR. ROBINSOW Rave you talked -- had a 

S17 i conversation, at any time, with Mr. Gridley, regarding Mr.  

:: Whitt's qualification on that sheet? 

19 NR. MWITE: Yes, I have. Yes, I have.  

SM ROBSTSOw And what did he tell you? 

21 MR. MRITE: First of all, the conversation was 

such, such after the March letter. As best as I can recall, 

23 he Indicated, number one, we talked about the issue. And his 

,4 roll e*! on of what occurred In that meeting was prec sely 

the same as mine, even to the extent that we talked about 

AAA IMKPOTING COMPANY. INC.
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I where people were sitting at the table. And his recollection 

2 of the conversation -- I think he didn't remember my asking 

3 Whitt twice, but perhaps only once, or that kind of thing.  

4 But his recollection was very similar.  

S S It seemed to me that somehow -- Gridley is the b-st 
0 

S6 source of this, but he discussed -- I think he was the 

.0% 
7 individual -- you are going to have to verify this, but I 

*s think what he said wasM, that Mr. Whitt had come to him, and 

a& 9 was kind of disavowing, you know, I don't want to be -- I've 

10 signed that thing, and so forth. And that Gridley sent him 
0 

S I in to see me. As I recall, Mr. Gridley said, and I told 
S 

S 12 Whitt, "I tell you. I know White well enrough, now. if you've 

0 13 Igot a problem, you better march in his office and tell him." 

S 14 I don't know, but I believe that if that was 

i s Gridley who d:. that, and I think I got that from Gridley. I 

16 bel ieve that that is what caused Mr. Whitt to come Into my 
Z 
S 17 office with that emotional -- emotionally distraught, when we 

$ Ig had that conversation. I think that was caused by that.  

9 

20 contemporaneous with a short period of time after the signing 

*» 00 . of rho concurrence sheer? 

SMR. M WRITE- Ris coming in' Yes, but not -s- 22 

remember, he came in with this emotional thing. But I did 73 

.4 no know that he went out and changed anything. I wrL.:1 say.  

ye ty ' probah:y wa when yi;' say :-nrtmporaneous smo -

AAA BEPORTIG COKPANY. MC.  
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I MR. ROBINSON: Within an hour, or -

2 MR. WRITE: Oh. no. No. No. Within an hour, no.  

3 I would -- if you had said within a week., I would say yes.  

4 but I -- I'm pretty conf idViw when r say. It wasn't the same 

S 5 day. And, so, to say precisely when, r just.don't recall.  

S 6 But It was after the letter was all done, and I was off doing 

9 7 something else.  
0 

a MR. ROBINSON: Did Gridley tell you that it was his 

1 9 handwriting -- Gridley's handwriting that wrote the 

S 1o qualification statement on it? 

o 
I MR. WHITE: I don't remember his saying that, or 

12 not. He may have -- he may have said that.  

t3 MR. ROBINSON: Did he indicate to you that this was I 

5 1discussed with Mr. Wegner, at all? 

SH5 PMR. WRITE: Re did, In fact, mention that -- that 

S 16 -- when you say this? 

5 MR. ROBINSON The qualification of the 

a | MIR. wRITE There was, apparently somewhere in 

X this -- and, again, Mr. Gridley is the best source, because I 

20 hate to be a hearsay But the way I remember. Gridley 

1 mentioned Wegner in some context or other, in this effort 

s 1 Whether -- I don't remember whether it was whether Whirtt had 

Sgone to Wegner. or Wegner had sent him to Gridley. or T just 

,' don't remember. and Otr Gridey is the best source of thal 

MR ROBINSON Okay 
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I MR. REtURART: i just ment to ask Mr. Charnoff and 

2 Ms. Bauser if they had ever seen that document before' 

3 MR. CRARNOFF: Are we witnesses' 

M NR. REINWART- I'. just asking the question.  

S 5  MR. CRARROFF: rI w told the same thing trom Mr.  
0 

6 Gridley.  

7 NR. REINHART: o,. I'm talking about this document, 

I date February 20th, 1986.  

d 9 MR. CHARrOFF- Yeah, Mr. Gridley gave it to me -

S10 gave me that -- a copy of that.  

t 11 MR. REINTARTA Re did give it to you? 

S 12 MR. CHARWOFF OUh huh (affirmative;.  

t3 MR. RErTHART I s*ee, and you didn't show it to Mr.  

1g liWhite.  

S 1is MR. CHARWOFF No.  

16 MR. RETWRART It's in your packet, there, I guess' 

S 17 MR. CUARWOFF Yes 

PI IMS. BAUSER There are a lot of other documents we 

S, also haven't shown Mr. White.  

20 M R . MURPHY: At least a few of these Mr. -- Mr.  

S 2j Sauer -- Mr. Washer -

2 2, MR. CRARWOFF Excuse me, as long as we are asking 

23 each other quest lons, can you tell me what Mr. Whitt told you 

aboul whether he sIgned I' cm February 2Cth' 

MP Mr PPqY On February 2Cthl 
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* MR. CHARuIIO- Uh hth (affirmative).  

2 MR. MURPY': Re signed it.  

3 MR. CHAROPF- i asked you whether he -- did he say 

4 he signed It on February 20th? 

5 MR. IUR-WY: I'm not at liberty to tell you.  

SMR. CPARWO: I see.  

7 MR. MURPHY There are three - at least three 

I individuals that were involved, are Mr. Smith, Mr. Masher, 

and Mr. Sauer had filed complaints with the Department of 

10 Labor during the same time frame. You are familiar with 

ii their situation, i would -- is that an assumption on my part.  

12 or 

13 MR. WRITE: o. Wo. I am general flmliar with -

14 n other words, not the details, if you -- you know.  

15 HMR. nMRPRY Oh. but you did act on their case' 

' jMR. MIrTE Yes. Yes.  

17 MR. MURPY: And on each one of tnew.  

II MR. WItT! Yeah, that's what I mentioned earlier.  

1 : MR. MURPHY Okay. Sure. Okay.  

20 MR. WRITE Yeah.  

MR. MURPHW Fine Did the fact that these 

jindividuals had DCL complaints filed against TVA have an-i 

im pact on whether you allowed them to -- you said that you 

*'hough? *hey wer- a«:Iowe '* review the respcn*e -- 'he .ore 

,, o rgan!atinon responers 
6^
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MuR. MWrTE Uh huh (affirmative).  

2 hM. MURPHY- As the fact of the metter, the 

3 testioony we have. whether it's correct. or not. is that they 

4 were not allowed to look at the responses.  

M5 KR. wRrTE: rf may may to you. that is different 

6 I than what Mr. Sauer has personally told me.  

S7 I W. NURPRY: ukay.  

* NR. WHITE: Sr, I'm surprised that they would have 

a 9 testified. Because he has tr.ld me soaething quite ccntrary 

S10 !to that.  

1 Pi Mn. NKUPHY- What did Mr. Sauer tell you about 

o ; th-' 

]3 MR. WRrTEr eIl, he has -- and this was subsequent 

14 to the March 20 letter.  

S'5 p. MURPRY Yes, sir.  

MR. WrHTE- But Mr. Sauer, after the resolutl-n of 

17 q his DCL case, and we put him in a management position with -

S Ti 'swhich he was quite happy. At one time. and T don't recall 

x 19i4when. but subsequent to this. he went over with me the entire 

Sj:!epsode, as he saw it, through his eyes, from the Initial 

o 2! discussion with Mr. Asselstine, how it was prepared. The 

f: tact tha r he was brought in at the last minute, because 

23 'o-sohny else was sick. The fact that he didn't have 

; £--c-. ow :adge -f3 a; -ny of Ohese things The fac* *%.a- !e 

S*** -:'t '*hr* WPS5 pe e, p r.ne Sf whom had no inpv., in's i* 
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I and the other two, and I think that was Mr. Masher and Mr.  

2 Smith. had inputs.  

3 " That they didn't have any facts to back up what 

4 they were saying, and he described this - the necessity -

S S and this was -- wel 1. he described it as - as being thrown 

S a in the breach, kind of thing. That they didn't have facts to 

S 7 back up these, and he was labeling them as perceptions. And 

* g as he told me., Mr. White. I felt these were only perceptions.  

0 * 
£ 9 We never dreamt this thing was going to come to this.  

; 1: That subsequent to that, he saw the QTC people.  

S t Mr. Thero, I believe, who added -- Mr. Thero is a contractor, 

S ~r 
S iwho added. I believe, two perceptions, labeled as VSRS 

5 T13 perceptions -- Mr. Thero. the contractor, added those to that 

C 
I i list. That Mr. Sauer informed me that he had put in the non

g» tc ycompliance paragraph, as a perception. That subsequent to 

S |the briefing, when they were asked by, apparently, line 

17 management -- this was before my arrival -- to substantiate 
9 

0 1 the facts behind these perceptions, that they could not dc 

5 
3 it. That WSRS felt very such at risk over this whole thing, 

I ý+a o»« 
' 3because they had done it rapid bee,. and didn't have what 20 .4 

0 21 they normallywould have had, by the way. from my exposure to 
* 

3 tt, is all of their ducks in 1ine: and that they didn't. And 
MB ** 

„ 4they iewed rhemselves in a real lie-mma, and a problem.  

r. 4 AAA * 3 h T 'h'nk T o aed "'hI 

wcrl 4 s''.rr-!*» .*(-.-* -yf~~-g -, ~r '**.. i-gs wh-- x~ 
.4 
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I support the perceptions they had given to Commissioner 

2 Asselstine. earlier. That he and others had talked to people 

3 in Lundin's group, and had provided them as much information.  

4 And that's the part that 1'. surprised. when you say that 

5 they've testified otherwise, because that's not what he told 

* ime. Re said that they, In fact, had talked to the applicable 

7 WSPS people. And the impression that I had. was including 

* I hl,. and gotten information.  

Z 9 Re further said, as time went on, at some point in 

S10 time, what had been perception* that, I think, again, using 

1t his words,. that he viewed the WSRS as ta;- to dig in their D 

o 12 i heels. They viewed this whole thing as an assault on them.  

* I, 
* 43 IA vy personal basis. beca-se -' Nhpir inability to provide 

I i ianswers to questions on why did you say this, why -- what was 

S is jthe perception. But they dug in their heels. And, then, his I 

6 to observation was, it became, suddenly, not a perception, but 

7 a factr. and'fwwere then solid in that position.  

to Wow, when in that time span that occurred. I can't 

S !; tell you. but I'm sure -- if you have not, you should talk to 

2C him, because his view of this whole episode, as the 

. Individual who gave the thingl was. to me, quite Interesting av

S. NUrPWY I hear what you are saying, but T 

S' geups 'he question Is, were they al lowed to sit down and 

rM***:w !*. 1 in ,rjanrtizatsi-n responses no rhe;r percepýn'.  

Spr: r *- ;m:r:n the "ar-h 20th .e'ter by your ?:-.  
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I MR. WMIT: I have no personal knowledge of whether 

2 or not, or to what extent, they reviewed those. My 

3 [impression, from things that they heard, was that they 

4 definitely did review them. I get that from a number of 

S sources. including the Department of Labor people, that told 

I & me, subsequent to that first meeting, kind of what went on.  
3 

9 7 in ters of those individuals, such that I don't have any 

I first hand knowledge. But I just feel very confident that 

!9 they, in fact. reviewed those.  

to MR. NURPUY: In your view -

t I nMR. WHITE: But I have no first hand knowledge.  

L t 12 MR. MURPHY: I understand. And in your view, as 

13 the Manage. of Nuclear Pcwer, should they have been given the 

I,4 opportunity to review them -- their responses' 

f t MR. WITE Irn my view, I would have not -- I would 

h khave considered appropriate for them to know the questions 

17 jbeing asked, and the conclusions being formed. I would 

consider ',At appropriate, if that's what you are asking. I 

X 1 9 d16- not give any specific directions, or detail that I would 

inot have ;iven direction into, to make sure that that kind of 

S0 (detail was carried out. And, so, I don't know if it was, or 

|I ,iwasn't.  
MP MURPHY But your preferred method would have 

I2 1 n *- 4': w '*he P1 r'v;w 'ha t:' not quite «ur . -

,M W1P 4'IWTE : woL.: rather say it rnth;s y w 
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I comfortable from other sources, as I say, and one of them 

2 being the Department of Labor. I'm comfortible that -- that 

3 the individuals knew what was in those responses. I'm 

4 comfortaole knowing the normal -- because this thing was a 

5 very abnormal, r thought, the normal NSRS process, and their 

- 6 sources, and their ability to obtain the information from the 

7 various places in TVA, including the line management. And I 

* I !don't mean that in some derogatory way. They could go up and 

, 9 ask for then. That I would be hard pressed to indicate that 

10 they didn't know, precisely, what was in those responses. I 

11 would be hard pressed to believe that.  

o 12 MR. MURPHY Do you have any other questions' 

45 3 MR. REINHART: Not regarding that specific -

S 14 MR. MURPHY No, let me ask just one question. In 

is your presentation to the WRC Commission, on March 11th, you 

16 Indicated that, I guess, the conversation got involved around 

5 17 killing an alligator, or something of that sort, right' 

SI MR. WRITE: Uh huh (affirmative).  

19 MR. MURPHY: You indicated you were going to drain 

20 the swamp. What did you mean by that? 

o 2l MR. WRTTE Well, it's a Wavy saying, you know, and 

S 22 i you may have seen the cartoon. But you are up to here, and : 

233point to a place on my anatomy. You are up to here in the 

q swamp. and a:: oant' to do is drain tho swamp. ro getr r: 

S* a:l ::iga*-rs And : think T specif;ed. rh a:ligators were 
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I problems.  

2 MR. MURPHY- Uh huh (affitsative).  

3 MR. WrITE: Again. I weo trying to correct an 

4 organization and management. And I felt the tea*m of that 

5 remark is almost what I said earlier. I felt that if I could 

0 

S lidrain the swamp -- if I could correct the organization and 

7 management. I could solve all of these other problems that 

a were symptoms of that.  

S 9 I MR. MURPHY: Okay. And did this, in fact, also 

8 10 relate to the Appendix B issue that was being bandied about 

* at that time? 

S12 MR. WRITE- Oh. no. I didn't -- it didn't relate to 

S 3 anything, specifically.  

S r 14 MR. MURPRHY Oh, okay.  

MR. WRITE: Not anything specific.  

S1 1 MR. WILLIAMSON: You want to take a break? 

SI MR. MURPRY: Yeah.  

MR. WILLIAMSON: We'll take five.  

X I (Whereupon there was a pause In the proceedings.) 

MR. WILLIAMSON: The time is 3-16, and we are back 

* 
g ii o n t h e record.  

MR. MURPHY: Mr. White, when did you first -
so 22 

MS. BAUSER Are you finished with the concurrence 

shop,' Arp you going rn to a Ii±ferent subject, because I 

wanted to ask n, que'tion 3n that.  
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I MR. MURPRY: Knock yourself out. Go ahead.  

2 MS. BAUSER- Okay.  

MR. WHITE: You know, that's on the record.  

4 MR. MURPHY: I don't care.  

5 MR. CHAROPPF: That's a wonderful expression.  

6 MS. BAUSSER: Mr. White, Kermit Whitt's signature is 

7 on that concurrence sheet, is that correct? 

I MR. WRITE: Yes.  

S 91 MS. BAUSER: And Kermit hitt was at your meeting, 

10 I take It, from what your testimony Is, that you had a 

I) meeting with each of the people whose name was on here, where 

P 12 they signed this concurrence sheet? 

if H MR. WRITE: Yes.  

14 MS. BAUSER: And it was after that meeting that he 

S 15 added this -- this attestation? 

16 MR. WRTTE: Well, I think it was added, I'm told by 

5 17 the o0 people, it was added by, not by Mr. Whitt, but by 

SI a someone else 

l 19 MS. BAUSER: Okay.  

I 0 MR. WHITE: But it was later that it was added, 

21 S&.  

3 22 MS. BAUSER- Okay. Why was Mr. Whitt at your 

e3 meeting' 

24 MR WHTTE Because he was the Manager repcns;b:e 

, for the !SPS ;ro.  
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I MS. BAUS R: Did you -- were you the one who had 

2 decided that you thought he ought to - his name ought to be 

3 ". ne concurrence sheet? 

4 MR. WRITE: I decided he should -- not only that.  

5 but that he should be present, you know, while we went 

6 through the finals on it.  

7 MR. MURPHY: rI that all? 

a MS. BAUSER: Yes.  

9 MR. MURPRY: Okay.  

to MR. CUARNOWF: Yeah, knock yourself out, Mr.  

t; Murphy.  

12 MR. MURPHY: Thank you. I tried to do that 

13 earlier. Can you describe to us, Mr. White, your 

*4 relationship with QTC, Quality Technology Corporation? 

15 MS. BAUSER: His personal relationship,. as opposed 

Sto TVA's, or -

17 MR. MURPRY: I think the relationship as the 

is Manager of Nuclear Power, when he came aboard, and has an 

), organization, not contracted by his, but is operating on a 

, Iplant that falls under his jurisdiction, let's say.  

21 MR. nWTTE The relationship, on a personal basis, 

21with -

231- MR nURPHY Oh, T's not talking about -

2MR WHITE o. r don't -- when i say personr:. a.  

nc, *ay.ng me, Steve White.  
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W M. MURPHY: Sure.  

2 mR. UnITE: But on the basis of the Manager of the 

3 Offtice of Nuclear Power. his relationship. i could -- let me 

4 describe that, that I spoke to Mr. Thero in the several 

5 months we were Involved maybe three times on the telephone.  

6 I briefly met Mr. Thero, and Mr. Schum, and Mr In ML 

7 Congressman Cooper's office at some time early in the year.  

a I don't recall any other direct involvement, other than a few 

a, 9 phone calls.  

to0 MR. MURPHY: Row did you view their activities? 
0 

It n  R. uRrTE: I viewed that QTC, in general, had 

12 people qualified to interview individuals and determine if 

f 13 they had concerns, and so forth. I felt that they had that 

1 i capability, to ask questions of individuals. The Information 

15 I had indicated that the -- that I had a problem with the 

t I6 USRS group who were responsible, when I arrived. Rad the 

17 responsibility for that contract with QTC. Obviously did r-A 

11 not, from many things said to me did not like QTC, and/or 

2 19 didn't think they were as competent as they should be. I 

1 l20 didn't form that judgment, I got it from the NSRS people.  

* 2T P. MUWPRY Who, in particular, would you say? 

S 22 MR. WHITE :n. In particular. In the ISIS' 

23 MR. MURPHY Yeah, related that to you' 

;4 WP HTE : don'w reca::, but It wou:d have been 

mi -- a' may hav. beer. in conve-saftons, when : waked the 
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I spaces in the ISRS, more than once. It my have been.  

2 because I met ISRS people as I went around the sitos in 

3 Knoxvill e. And It may have been an Input from an ind ividual 

4 -- because I got a lot of inputs from the WSRS people who 

5 would - who would come up to tell me their feelings of MSRS.  

6 MS. BAUSER: Excuse me, their feelings of QTC? 

7 MR. MURPTY: Of QTC7 

I MR. NwITE: Of QTC, I'm sorry. Well, of ISRS, 

9 also. They would tell me their feelings.  

to MR. MURPHY: Yeah.  

It MR. IrrTE: There was such -- let me tell you, 

12 there was much internal squabbling going on, by the way, 

13 'within the ISRS. It wasn't simply a line management WSRS 

4 issue, there was internal -- there were internal battles.  

! But in terms of my irpression of QTC, I had no reason to 

to believe that they couldn't sit down and ask questions, and 

17 they had W-p's*.r 

Is I have to tell you that I also, though, received 

„ letters, and I don't remember it specifically, and what time, 

but I received letters from -- and I received many letters 

2 from what I ca ll the rank and file TVA people, who feel that 

22 I will look Into something if they write to m. T received 

2 lsome letters from TVA people, which I would categorize as 

& ac:uUat3ry toward the NSRS, specifically with regard ro 

thmenoves
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II MR. - RPHY- fSRS, or QTC. again? 

2 MR. WRITE- T'm sorry. QTC.  

SI MR. MURPRY- Okay.  

4 MR. WlITE: Thank you, QTC.  

5 MR. MURPHY: Okay.  

MR. WRITE: And what I'm referring to, is I recall 

7 Jgetting a letter from a woman who said, I'm leaving TVA, and 

I -- w need to stop for a second, and I think we need to go 

9 off the record.  

10 MS. BAUJSER: Okay.  

11 MR. MURPHY: Okay.  

12 (Whereupon there was an off the record discussion.! 

2 ;MR. WRITE: But, the woman wrote, and indicated 

1< that, in an exit interview. which the people were all -- and 

I1 she was from Watts Bar. That she was required to go through 

4 an exit Interview. That QTC had presented her with a number 

17 of allegations, you know, here are all of your employee 

1g concerns, this list, and I don't remembe., of maybe eight or 

p9 ten. And she had disavowed them, and said, I didn't have any 

3 of those concerns. I don't want that in there, under my 

21 n3.e.  

; ' That they had, as I recall from her letter, they 

23 had promised her, okay, we'll -- we'll delete them. And, 

S"hen, subsequent she came back and found out that they 

, hadn't. That there were still several concerns under her
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T name that weren't her concerns. What T's saying is. when you 

2 1say QTC. I ws getting information from many sources.  

3 MR. MURPHY: Okay. let's not talk about your 

4 impressions of QTC.  

5 MR. WRITE: Yeah. Right.  

0 
* 6 * MR. MURPHY: Let's talk -- I'll ask, like. one or S 

W 7 two more questions. One is, were you aware of a total number 
0 
W 
o 

a of allegations they had received? 

p 
9 MS. BAUSER: As of what date, please? 

S t0 MR. NMURPHY: As of 11 March? 

ii MR. UWITE: That specific time -- I don't know at 
s 

what time I was aware. It may have been by then. I knew 

S 
S 3 there were thousands.  

14 MR. MURPHY: Okay. I'll help you out.  

15 MR. WHITE: Uh huh (affirmative).  

MR. MURPHY: This. I think, is a slide 
* : 

5 )t MR. WRITE- From that presentation? 
5 
0 MR. MURPHY: -- from the presentation. Is that 

5 
X what is was' 

20 AR. WSITE: Yeah. thit would be the, I sure, would 

21 be roughly. And I say roughly, because -

MR. MURPHY: The numbers changed every day? 

23 MR. WRITE: No. Well. yes and no, because this is 

2 nor ý7?. This !% rhe Watrts Bar Special Program. And at one 

point in time -- let's see., when : arrived, there were the 
*$ 
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I complaints from QTC. r decided that as long as rI w setting 

2 up a mechanism to investigate and determine the answrs to 

3 these concerns, that we should put within that program 

* concerns that came from other places. And, so. I don't 

5 remeber exactly when. for example, the - I don't recall.  
* C jcw-lzt 6 but there were other examples where we took 1*w,. I think, 

7 from the old Employee Concern Program that TVA had, and we 

* U may have lumped those in.  
C 

S 9 So the number of ebmege was different, depending 

0 Tr on when you looked at it. But these were not -- were not 
o0 

II necessarily QTC. They -- with the parameter, I don't know 

12 iat what point in time.  

13 MR. MURPHY: Let me -- hold that a minute.  

S.14 MR. WTTE: Yeah.  

S l  MR. MUNPHY: Based on that. It would lead one to 

16 believe -- first off, can t go over them numbers? Would you 

t7 read them numbers for us, please? 

i hMR. WRITE: Sure. It's says, "Watts Bar Special 

S19i Program, sumary of results to date. Interview conducted, 

I 0 5,876; Employees with concerns, 1,I58; Total concerns 

0 3, Identified, 5,159; Total resolved, 1,213.' 

S 22 MR. nURPHY Were any of the -- your Employee 

23t Concern Program going out and interviewing -- conducring 

,4 interviews of people, or were they -- was this based on 

s5 omeone filing a complalnr with your Emp:oyee Concern Program 
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I -.t Watts Bar' 

2 HP. wrT: Well. let m 

I MR. NOtPrY: Wel 1. let m preface that with one 

4 thing. as your Employee Concern Progr, actively puarmng 

S tth«em things, aad on March ii. keeping in mind, I think. the 
0 

* 4 QTC Progrea - the QTC contract uwe still in efect at that 

* 7 tt-thn 

K 7 ClAMWf: There are several questlons. let's 

S !Just ask one.  

S IQ MS. BAUSER: No, I think I anderstand.  
0 j I MR. WURPRI: Cnaly one e**'m. Only one qewstlon.  

S !2% MS. BAtSEP- r understand.  

13 i MR. nURPRY: Let me point out something, was his 

t Employee Concern Program accepting complaints on March 11th.  

1 , jwhen he submitted this -- when he made this presentation for 

I the Commission, right? 

S 7 .MR. CUARWOFP- as it accepting 

2 io w. NcPrY- And T only -- that's the questlon.  

3 1 And I only noted that the QTC contract had not expired at 

this time. 's just trying to &a&ist the 

* 2 MR. WRITE: : have to differentiate for you. I? I 

3 may, so there isn't confusion on the ternms. There's what we 
- 22 

Sf refer rt as rhe old Employee Concern Program, that was the 

24 Em'.-ye Cn-ern Prograr at TVA that existed prior *o my 

25 rr *.: Ther. there i. what we would refer to as the new 
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I Employee Concern Program, and that Ms- one placed in effect 
-rw«» tj«h& is1 L*mte &a fpc, J 

2 on about the first of February. pT- ire Uhn mriaa Bp t 

3 and that was called various things at various times. But 

4 here it's called the .zatts Bar Special Program. which was the 

5 primary repository for tlh QTC. And, then, as I said. later 

6 other concerns Ihe dumped nto4Cl red' 

0 7 I'm not sure which of those you are referring to 

* I when you say the Employee Concern Program.  
* 
S 9 MR. MORPHY: Well, let me back up, then, maybe we 

10 need a little history. Mas an explanation ever given to you, 

II Mr. White, as to why QTC was hired to begin with' 

* 12 MR. uRrTE: I don't recall an explanation being 

» 713 given to me, specifically, as such. I certainly read, 

is 1 probably, primarily. in the press, the reason that QTC, and 

f 15 maybe from other sources of information that -- in general, 

i 164 why they were brought in.  
* 

a 17 MR. MURPHY: And what was that reason? 

f I 1 iMR. WRITE: If I can categorize it in general, I 

X 19 would say that it was a concern of an atmosphere at Watts 

20 Bar, that employees sight have concerns, and be afraid of TVA 

S i2, management. And, therefore, would do other hilngs to resolve 

n 22 the concerns, other than report to TVA management. For 

23 example, they might report to the XRC. They might report it 

24 to the ISRS, as kind of safety valves.  

MR. MURPHY Might that be, In your view, an 
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I indication that the old Employee Concern Program at TVA was 

2 not working real well? 

3 1 M4. WRITE: I never reviewed the old Employee 
i.  

4 Concern Program. Before I arrived, I believe that the mRC 

S 5 reviewed the Program. And I think I' correct in this, to 

0 6 recommendb.g some changes. I think QTC was also Involved, 
C 

V 7 and even did some work, I think, under contract, subsequent 0 

S g to my arrival, where they were involved In structuring an 
0 x 

9 Employee Concern Program that would be an improved Employee 

o10 Concern Program, over what TVA had in place. And when I 

e y arrived, that program was scheduled to be put in effect on 
S 

* o T2 l t h e first of February. And after I arrived, I saw no reason 
S 

S 13 to delay the implementation of that Programa.  

4 !But I wasn't the author of it. I, frankly, did not 

15 develop it. I didn't match it with the old one. That was -
2 
4; 1 all of that work was really done before my arrival.  
0 * 

17 MR. MURPHY. I guess, maybe, I -- either I don't 

8 understand your answer, or you don't understand my question.  a 
2 19 MR. WRITE: Okay, try again.  

9 

20 MR. M1 RPRY: Would the fact that people are going 

g 21 outside of Watts Bar, reporting things to Congress, reporting 
* 

2 things to the WRC, reporting to -- would that be an 

23 indication, in your view, that the old Employee Concern 

24 Program was not function!ng as it was supposed tc' 

„ MS. BAUSER You mean, because they weren't going 
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1I to the Employee Concern Program? 

2 MR. MURPHY: I would hope «o? I hope that's what r 

3 mean.  

4 MS. BAUSER: Because they were not going to the -

5  MR. NURPHRY: Because they were not utilizing an 

6 avenue in which to express their concerns.  

7 MS. BAUSER: Okay.  

s MR. MURPHY: Right, would that be an Indication of 

9 the -

10 MR. WRITE: No, I understand the thrust of what you 

11 are saying. My difficulty is, I'm not familiar with the -

12 what we're calling the old Employee Conrcern Program. So, I 

T3 don't -- I know, for example, from subsequent information, 

14 that such a program existed at .qt n.1, and at Brown's Ferry.  

t5 MR. MURPHY: Oh huh (affirmative).  

16 MR. WRITE. I do not know that I have ever read 

17 anything which said that such a program even existed at Watts 

isg Bar. So, I am a little bit at a loss. I don't have that 

I, information. So, I can't honestly answer that.  

2 I MR. MURPHY: Let's try one more time. Let's make a 

21 gross assumption, right, that there is an Employee Concern 

22 Program at Watts Bar.  

23 MR. WRITE: Right.  

246 MR. MURPHY: Okay. People are utilizing exterrna 

25 sources, the WRC, Congressional Commit-tee members, the pre%-, 
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I whoever. right, outside. Would that be an indication to you 

2 that that program is not functioning properly? 

3 I KR. WRITE: Yes, but let me be specific. because I 

4 don't want to lmislead you in some fashion.  

S 5 MR. NmRPnY: ell, I -
0 

6 PMR. WRITE! Because. I don't know if there was e r.  5 
7 Watts Bar. If you said to me, at S qm., was there an 

S I Emaployee Concern Program, the old one, I would say yes. If 
C 
0 

£ you asked me. did people use the NRC, and Congress instead of 

S10 that gi Jo Program, and if I were to say yes, because I c 
0, 
o 

0 II think they did. If you were then to ask me, did I, 
I 

12 I therefore, believe that that program wasn't doing everything 
* 
S 

S[3 it should do, I would clearly say yes. My only hangup is, I 
C 

S 4 don't know -- when you say Watts Bar. I don't know if they 

had one, or not.  

' 16 Clearly, if you had -- if they had one -- and if 
* 

7 they had one.  
5 

0 I MR. MURPHY: Qh huh (affirmative).  

Z 9 MR. WHRITE: And, you know, obviously, these other 

20 things took place, certainly it's a sign.  

0, 

S 21 MR. MURPHY- Okay.  

22 MR. WHITE: It's a sign that management is not 

23 working very well, either, frankly.  

24 MR. MURPHY T would probably agree with that. So, 

25 you trAlked about these outside sources -
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MR. MURPHY: Okay, I'm going to -

MR. WRITE: -- and where they all came from. I'm

sorry.

MR. MURPHY. I'm going to to approach this a 1ittis: 
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MR. -BITE: Ye-h.  

MR. MURPHY - - and feeding things in here, other 

than QTC. Row many of them -- r sean, and we're talking -

and we can talk about percentages. Now many of them things 

do you think were generated outside of QTC7 

MR. WRITE: First of all, I'm not sure which 

numbers I'm looking at, so it's, you know, at what point' 

MS. BAUSER: These could be just QTC employees, and 

not include the outside employees.  

MR. WHRITE: These could be -

MR. MURPRY: Oh, I think probably they are.  

MS. BAUSER: Okay.  

MR. NURPHY: But I want to -

MR. WHRITE: Okay, I don't know, because that number 

has fluctuated. And I tel 1 you, the person I would prefer 

you to ask is Mr. Brown, who can explain to you, because I've 

asked many questions, as I've gotten reviews of the program, 

and the number changes. And I say why, and I sometimes get 

the answer, well, these are really included in those, above.  

And he's the exper-, I think, who can track back the precise 

numbers, --
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Sdifferently. OlDid anyone ever inform you that there wes more 

2 then five thousand employe. concerns registered with QTC 

I MR. CARUIOFF- As of any time' 

4 MR. MURPHY: Prior to March the 20th' 

S S MP. caaMOrr: Okay.  

SMR. WtTE- I feel certain that at that timel, thar 

7 f knew, whether someone informed me, or not, that r knew 
0 

S *t here were thousands. And five thousand Is a round number, 

9 that there were thousands of employee concerns.  

10 MR. MORPIYW : Did anyone ever mention to you that of 

it the some five thousand plus concerns registered at QTC, more 

12 than a thousand were safety related? 

I 3 MR. WRITE: They were broken down at some point in 

5 i time, as we developed the program to resolve them. They were 

I broken down, whether there were a thousand, there was a large 

r 16 category of Quality Assurance related concerns. r don't 

15 7 recall any specific number.  

18 iMR. nURPHY: Did that number, whatever -- you say 

X to it's a large number, right, did that bother you, at all? I 

2 smean, were you concerned about this large number of employee 

21 concerns' 

MR. WHITE: Of course. Of course, I was very 

23 concerned about it.  

24 MP. MUPPHY: Okay 

25 MR. WH:7TE Very concerned.  
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MR. NmRPrY- And r guess my final -- did they have 

S-- the fact that you had all of these employee conerns. have 

3 Iany impac't. a at I' Were they a consideration in the 

4 preparation of the March 20th letter' 

S MR. W rTE: A direct consideration, yes. Ye,. they 

w were.  

S 7 MR. MURPHR: And did they have any impact on how 

I you wrote the letter? 

L MR. WMITE: Yes, they did.  

* to MR. rURPHY: And what - in what way? 

it MR. l RITE-: ell, that was part of what T was 

S 12 ! saying in the letter, that there were a lot of problems that 

S f]3 we needed to -

S< MR. MURPHY: I'M listening, I didn't -

SFMR. rWITE- There were a lot of problems that 

6 I needed to be investigated, to determine the merits of them.  

S 17 That's -- r didn't Inow where those things -- a better 

to iexample, perhaps, than Quality Assurance is the welding.  

x l9 PMR. MURPRY: Uh huh (affirmative) .  

20 MR. wRITE- The contractor had been there for a 

S u21 nutmbr of months before I arrived. I knew it would be many, 

S 22 1many months, and waybe a year or two before they finished.  

23 And, so, -- end those -- a lot of the employee concerns 

24 caused rhaP wdi:ng :look. So, very definitely, thar wAS 

9 rnrubitsmh tro %Pe and thar's the reason r wanted ro malte 
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Ivery clear to the IRC. that we had lot of looking to do 

2 before I could say anything about the pst construction or 

3 design of Matts Bar.  

4 Ni. MURPHT- Were you also aware that WSRS' 

5 perceptions, as they were stated, were kind of based on QTC 

1V 6 supplying them with concerns. and then developing these 

S7 concerns into these percept ions 

* MnX. WRITE: so, I only I had said before. Unat Mr.  
0 

S9 Sauer told me, is that they added a couple of items after.  

t 1M NR. MURPRY: But you were not aware that as QTC's 
0 

It concerns come in, that ISRS folks at the site were reviewing 

0 i2 these concerns, setting milestones to determine if they were * 

y i3 safety related, or non-safety related, things 11jce that? 

S4 MR. WRITE: As I recall Mr. Whitt's description of 

15 what was going on, it was that they were dividing, quite 

16 1different than what you are saying. My recollection is that 

S 17 he told me that the ISRS was, In fact, investigating. And I 

5 think most -- I think, you know, maybe even two thirds of the 

X concerns they were investigating, and that QTC was 

20 Investigating, perhaps, one third. My impression was that 

S0 they were very independent. That although QTC would complete 
* 2 

3 theirs, and because XSRS was, as I said, contractually over 

23 them. the ISRS would look at it.  

24 B'i my impress.3r. is, number nr.e, rhey didn't add 

5 r .*n1racr anything from whatever QTC was saying. And. on 
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t the other hand, the NSRS - my recollection of what he told 

2 Iw is that the WSRS wa doing their own Investigations. and 

3 :comtng to their own conclusions quite separate.  

a I Mn. mURPHYr I hope I haven't Indicated to you that 

5 janything else but that was happening.  

* f i MR. WRITE- Oh. all right, fine. Mo, I thought you 

S 7 were saying something else. I'm sorry.  

* I MR. MURPRY: No. I'm just saying that the 

9 ;perceptions that were presented by Mr. Sauer, -

8 TO MR. WRITE: Uh huh (affirmative).  

St1 MR. MURPRHY: -- we've been told, were supported by 

B 
o 12 the fact that these perceptions were generated from QTC 

17 I3 concerns, as opposed to WSRS going out and doing their little 

U ia audits, or Investigations, whatever they do, right? 

S 15F MR. WHITE: Wo, I wasn't informed of any such 

S1thing.  

S :17 : MR. MURPHY: Okay.  

S 1g8 MR. WHITE: And Mr. Sauer gave me quite a different 
0 
I 19 impression in what he told me.  

I 20 I MS. BAUSER: Could I clarify that. What -- can 

2o 1 you, at this point, since we are talking about this 

3 2 fparticular discussion, reiterate what it is Mr. Sauer told 

23 !; y 

MP WHTTE Within, specifirally, as -

SMS. SAUSER As opposed to what the perceprt1in-i 
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Swere based on when they were created 

2 NM. WRITE- He indicated that he sat down with 

3'ithr-e individuals at the WSRS. And he, Sauer, was not 

t.  

/ familiar with the history. He said he sat down with one of 

0 5 the WSRS people, and, as r recall, said nothing during the 

6 entire conversation. That the other two individuals, whom I 
3 

S 7 believe he said were Smith and either Mr. Masher or Mr.  
0 

G Gi, I don't recall which. The *** of them told him, well, 
0 

S9 here are the issues -- here are the perceptions that we have.  

0 To And my impressior, very clearly, was that they were coming 
e 

11 from those individuals.  

S12 And Mr. Sauer made it very clear to me, that after j 
1 they had that list, he went to Mr. Thero, and Mr. Thero added 

S 4 two items to those perceptions. And that he, Sauer, then 

$ 1 added the final perception, of construction not in 

S16 compliance. And that he did that without input from either 
* 

SF 17 of the people who, in the IWSRS, who had provided his their 

C (g perceptions, or Mr. Thero, of QTC, who had added perceptions.  

S 
X 19 And he did that quite independently. And, frankly, without 

9 

I any backup information.  

S 21 MR. MURPHY- Uh huh (affirmative).  
* 

s 2 MR. WHrTTE That that was his perception, but he 

viewed it. And lest it appear that I'm being harsh, or hard 

24 n Mr Saiifuer, hoe 1id not view this as some logically 24 , 

25 devploped invest Igation of issues, baiked up by a lot of 
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I facts. And that was - and I want to emphasize. again, that 

2 was not what I perceived the normal WSRS -- this was out of 

3 character. The reports that I have seen from the mSS. in 

4 general. I categorize as pretty thorough. and well-writ:en 

5 reports; backed up by whatever you went to back them up with 

6 So, this was a very, very -- and I don't know why.  

7 But a very, very abnormal occurrence; how it went, the whole 

I thing.  

9 MS. BAUSER: And you did not understand from Mr.  

10 Sauer, I take it, then, in response to the question from Mr.  

11 Murphy, that the basis for the perceptions, when they were 

12 originally stated, was a number of QTC allegations? 

r MR. WHITE: No, I did not. I did not understand 

14 fthat, at all.  

15 MR. MURPHY: Did Mr. Sauer bother to tell you that 

16 the function of Mr. Smith and Mr. Washer, at this time, was 

17 reviewing QTC allegations? 

s1 MR. WHRITE: No, he did not mention that.  

19 MR. MURPHY- At Watts Bar? 

20 MR. WHITE: He did not. I did not know that.  

21 MR. REIWNHART: Mr. White? 

22 MR. WHITE And I still don't.  

23 MR. MURPHY Oh, okay.  

34 MR. RETWHART Was this discussion that Mr. Saiuer 

25 iwas rl'ating to you, and r'm scrry if 7 missed this. Did he
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I say he ta lked to thee peop le between the time that the 

2 original guy got sick. and he was given the assignment. And.  

3 then, he wade the presentation? .Re went and talked to 

4 Washer. Smith, or Ct5 .and Thero, to put this thing 

'6 MR. WHITE: Yeah, that -- that's correct if, you 

7 know, he first ia thrown in the breach. Kind of doesn't know 

* what to do. In fact, he kind of used those words. Tried to 

9 find out. and went, then, through the sequence I've 

10 mentioned. And then gave the presentation.  

t11 MR. REINHART: Okay, did he mentton -. ,o was 

12 i originally supposed to give it? 

y 3 MR. WHITE: He did, but I don't recall who it was.  

r4 In fact, there may have been two people, originally, that -

15 I don't remember, but I think there might well have been two 

6 !people who were supposed to give it, and didn't. And, then, 
* 

i 17 somehow, and it wasn't clear to me how he was chosen, but he 

5 was chosen to do that.  

19 MR. RETNHART: Okay.  

20 MR. MURPHY: Prior to the departure of Mr. Parris, 

21 did you sit down with Mr. Parris, and talk about some of the 

S1historical problems at TVA' 
. 22 

3 1  MR. WHITE: no, I didn't.  

2MP MURPHY Were you, at any point, directed by 

5 the Board of Directors, upon assuming the position of Manager 
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I of Nucleer Power. or Manager of Power and Englneering. or 

2 whatever It was called, that you ought to sit down and tallk 

3 with Mr. Parris' 

4 MM. WRITE- Mo, I wasn't not.  

5 MR. URmPRY: Rever directed to do that? 

6 MR. WRITE: Never directed to do that.  

7 MR. MURPRY: Did -- how did you learn of the letter 

*a I of certification of fuel load that had been signed by Mr.  

b 9 Parris in February of 1985, and reaffirmed in April of 1985' 

S0  MR. WRITE: From Mr. Wegner, I believe. At some 

11 point in time, and i could categorize the time as either the 

o 12 day -- the date on the letter in which I withdrew the 

6 r3 certification, or maybe the morning after that. And I 

14 believe it was Mr. Wegner who -

15 MS. BAUSER: You mean the morning before that, 

16 excuse me. It was either the day you withdrew the 

17 certification, or the morning before that? 

1:I MR. WRITE: Yes. Yes. Thank you.  

19 MR. CNARNOFP: It's almost time to quit.  

20 MR. WHITE: As I recall, it was Mr. Wegner, and he 

o 21 came in and said, "Did you know that there is presently on 

S I22 3file at the nRC a request to license Watts Bar'" And I said, 

23 "No." And he said something like, do you recognize that 

24 because it's rthire, by tne fa:ct that you have not canceR led 

25 it, that it's real:y, now, your request. You know, it was 
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Skind oef like. are you ready to ask for a license for Marts 

2 Bar' And the answer was. no. cancel it. And that created 

3 quite a turmoil in my Itcensing organization. because I got 

4 afater them.  

5 That's something that I should have been told very 

6 iearly by my Licensing people. f -, -w r wote a letter and 

7 cancelled it.  

a MR. MURPHY: But Mr. Parris never discussed this 

9 with you, at all? 

10 MR. WRITE- No.  

It MR. MURPHY- I mean, you didn't ask what the 

12 conditions at Watts Bar was, or -

13 MR. WHITE: No. No. Mr. Parris almost disappeared 

14 from the scene the day after I arrived. He went to 

15 Knoxville, and he did some other things. I saw him once in 

16 passing on an airplane.  

17 MR. MURPHY: Uh huh (affirmative).  

MR. WHITE But that was it.  

19 MR. MURPHY: I was going to ask you if Mr. Parris 

20 told you about an Employee Concern Survey they conducted in 

21 -- in Watts Bar and Bellefont, in late '84, and early 1985.  

22 But, instead, I'll say, are you aware that they conducted a 

23 survey of employees at these two sites? And I'll explain to 

24 you -- and 1ft me give you a definition nf what they qa-rually 

2 did. They to-k a little card out with five questions on It, 25 i
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t land distributed it throughout, to ev*ry employee at Watts 

2 Bar, and every employee at Bellefont. They had them fill out 

3 the little blanks, like would you report som*ething to your 

4 boss' Mould you report something to -- do this -- a series 

5 of questions like that, and they responded. Mere you - are 

a you aware, at all, of the results of that type of a survey' 

7 MP. WHITE: I became aware, and I don't know at 

I what point. But I became aware, I think through a report by 

S 9 QTC. They either had conducted such a survey, or they had 

10 evaluated the responses to the survey, or both. And I became 

8 
I tII aware at some point in tine of that particular thing. I 

12 think I became aware of it through the Office of General 

p 13 Counsel for TVA.  

S 14i MR. MURPHY: And by aware, what do you mean? Did 

S is5 they tell you tne results of that thing' 

S16 MR. WHITE! The -- as I recall, the General Counsel 
* 0 

17 telecopied to me a draft of, I think it was a QTC report on 
5 

* i this subject. And I -- I viewed that, not In great depth, 
5 

19 but I reviewed it.  

I 20 MR. MURPHY: Do you remember your impressions of 

if 
S 21 that -- of that survey? 

* 
2 MR. WHITE: Yes, some of them, certainly One 

23 impression was -- was -- because it reminded me of my Wavy 

24' time. It was, sailors will figure out a way to do something.  

25 even when hwe. officers don't want them to, if they thInk it 

II 
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I ought to be done And that impresslon was fored by a very 

2 definite conclusion that. as I recall, that safety items -

3 ithat a worker might inow of a safety item. And that he might 

4 a* fraid to bring that safety it"e to the attention of the 

5 appropriate level of management. And I'm not speaking on the 

* veracity of the report. -

1 7 MR. MURPHY: Oh huh (affirmative).  

g I MR. WIRTE: -- I' just recollecting what It 

af 9 indicated. So. the indivi.lual would have great trust and 

S 10 confidence in his imediate supervisor. And, so, would go to 
0 

SII his immediate supervisor and say, I know of a safety problem.  

0 T2 And the immediate supervisor would, then, perhaps wait a day 0 

13 or two. Apparently, in an effort to protect an individual.  
T 4W OW 

S i He would wait a day or two. And then report that safety item. e 

1 Ij And maybe not tie it to the individual who reported it.  

16 ISo, one of the impressions was -- was a good 

S 17 impression. It maybe was not meantthat way in the report, 

S 18 b u t i t was a good impression that safety issues were getting 

19 -- were getting the attention, despite what may have been 

20 looked at, you know, perceived by the people as a very 

S I21 oppressive manajomennt attitudef.  

S22 MR. MURPHY: Do j-: recall anywhere in that survey 

23 whore the question was, if you had a safety concern, mould 

you report it rn your immediate supervisor, and -- and the 

2, response was, like, twenty-five per cent said they would nor 
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' go directly to the immediate supervisor. Do you remember 

2 anything like that. Mr. hlite' 

3 W. wRITE No. but I lo have another recs1lec-."tn 

4 of the report, but I would have to go back and look at it 

5 S There were a number of things in that report that seemed 

S 
* 6 self-contradictory to me. I would be less thanhonest if 11 S 

7 didn't say that I -- the credence of the report, because of 

a some things that seemed self-contradictory, it appeared in 

0 A 
S 9 places like whoever authored it, and I don't know who 

0 10 authored it. But it would appear that -- we have to, now, 

0 

II stop and go off the record. I'm now back into QTC.  

S 
o 12 (Whereupon there was a pause in the proceedings.) 

0 
S 
6 13 MR. CHAROPFF: Before the break, Mr. White was 

14 answering the question with regard to a report that was not 

S 15 identified by Mr. Murphy, and the report had not been given 

S 16 to him. And it was apparent that further speculation about 

8 

- 17 what he remembered about the report was just leading to some 
U 

a 0 g confusion, because he wasn't clear as to whether they were 

U 
X 19 talking about the same report. As a result, his answer has 

C 

2 been curtailed.  

21 MR. MURPHY: Mr. White, would you please explain to 
2 

S 22 us your view of the activities of EG&G, and the Welding 

23 Program prior to submission of the March 20 letter' 

24 MR. WH7TE That will be very difficult, because, 
II 

25 !of course, there is much subsequent information. I wnud 
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25

best categorize my knowledge as. there is kind of a two

phased program. Wumber one. to go in and determine if the 

program -- the Welding Program wes in compliance wirh 

Appendix B. And, then, to check the implementation by 

Inspecting welds. what the Implementation of that program 

NM NTPPNY Ruave -- AA th., fr.i.. .. .. h. -.

MR. CRARWOFF: What time limit? 

MS. BAUSER: Prior to t1. March 20 letter.  

MR. WHITE: They may have, but I don't recall. You 

know, I've already testified to the enormous number of 

things, and that may have been a report that I received, I 

don't recall at what point in time I was. I was familiar by 

June, whether I was by March, I simply don't recall.  

MR. MURPHY: Had you appointed a coordinator, you 

know, someone who could -- who would be willing to, you know, 

that you directed to coordinate the efforts of EG6G with -

with your office, or your staff? 

MR. WRITE: I'm not sure I appointed a coordinator.  

There was a TVA individual who was involved with it, and I 

think that was a Mr. Martin. What his exact title was, I 

don t recall.  

MR. MURPHY Did he agive youn an eu bc ho--- - -- ..
I
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t the program was doing, do you know? 

2 MR. WRITE Prior to the 20 March letter* 

3 , MW. MURPRHY Yes sir.  

4 Mw. MWTE: I don't recall whether he did before 20 

5 March.een not.  

6 MR. MURPHY- Okay. Could you tell usa little bit 

S 7 about the new Employee Concern Program, if you want to call 

I it that, that you instituted upon your arrival? 

9 MR. WRITE: This is the program that they had 

8 10 planned out beforehand? 

11 MR. MURPHY: I take it -- yes. Was Dick Denise -

12 I think Dick Denise was placed in charge of that' Is that 
a 
6 13 the same program, or are we -

§ 14 MR. WHITE: No. No. No. Mr. Eric Sliger was put 

s 15 in charge of that program.  

; 16 MR. MURPHY: Okay.  
* 

17 MR. CHARNOFF: Excuse me, you want to know a little 

5 8 bit about the program? Could you be a little bit more 

19 helpful.  

I 20 MR. MURPHY: What he knows about it. What he knows 

o 27 about it.  
* 

a 22 MR. CHARNOFF- Oh, all right. Well, that might be 

23 a large amount.  

,2 IMR. WHTTE Not by 20 March, but as of today, or as 

25 of any time' 
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